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Abstract 
Fiber optic sensors are robust sensors that stand very harsh aeronautic and space 
environment, when being embedded in composite material with polymeric matrix (CFRP) 
and when the ingress/egress (i/e) point of the optical fiber is well protected. The embedded 
fibers normally only break, when the CFRP structures breaks or when an impact on the host 
material happens very close to the fiber location. The situation is much more complicated in 
the i/e point of the fiber from the host structure. The stiffness jump in the i/e makes the optical 
fiber very vulnerable. An adequate protection must be insured using for this frequently 
embedded polymeric tubes and acrylic rubbers.   
The following paper gives examples of different embedded fiber optic Bragg grating sensors 
(FBGS) in composite samples and structures for aeronautic and launcher applications. 
Fatigue and vibration tests with different load spectrums for aeronautic and space 
applications have been performed to demonstrate the robustness of the embedded sensors 
and the i/e point. The performance of the embedded fibers have been validated during 
vibrations tests simulating the launch condition of the Ariane 5 launcher within the scope of 
an ESA-funded project and during fatigue cycles of ultimate load of aeronautic CFRP 
materials within an EDA funded project. In all the tested conditions, the optical sensors were 
operative during and after the performed tests.  

 
  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Optical fibers, OF, are very resistant to traction, but break easily when they are bended or 
curved with small radii, so that a particularly critical point in the use of OF sensors embedded 
in composite structures is the ingress/egress (i/e) point of the host structure. There are several 
works in which technical solutions for the egress protection of the OF are represented most 
of them for integrated optical connectors and also lateral or surface egress with ruggedized 
flexible cables.  

Green and Shafir [1, 2] have developed three different types of connections, surface and 
edge mounted connectors. Kressel et al. [3] have conducted trials of a system of structural 
health monitoring (SHM) of a stabilizer of a commercial busyness aircraft including 
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integrated optical connectors in the control surface. In the ESA programs SISCO [4, 5] and 
CRYOFOS [6, 7, 8] optical connectors have been integrated in the edge of a sandwich panel, 
which is also published by INAUDI et al. [9]. Company DEUTSCH Ltd [10, 11] has 
developed together with INSENSYS Company under the project EMPIRE surface and edge 
integrated optical connectors, which enable the machining and edge trimming of the structure.  

Techniques for robust lateral egress with flexible ruggedized cables have been applied by 
the authors in a test panel manufactured by automatic fiber placement (AFP) technology 
within the ESA project FLPP [12, 13]. Techniques for the lateral robust OF egress and also 
the surface egress with flexible cables have been given by the authors in [14, 15]. 

The lateral egress from the host structure is normally an easier manufacturing way for the 
OF egress, with lower optical losses, but has the inherent disadvantage of problems in the 
edge trimming of the composite structures. Lateral OF egresses requires a very robust 
solution to protect the optical fiber, but at the same time it is important that the properties of 
the host material are not significantly altered. An embedded bare optical fiber normally do 
not lowers significantly the properties of the host structure, as shown by the authors in [16], 
but if instead of the bare fiber a tube of 1mm in diameter or bigger enters the laminate, 
significant decreases in the host material properties can happen, as shown by Sbarufatti et al 
in compression after impact (CAI) tests [17] and by the authors in [18]. It is necessary to 
optimize both, the robustness of the FO egress and the mechanical properties of the host 
structure.  

 
This paper explains the development made on the OF lateral egress from carbon/ epoxy 
composite (CFRP) structures, seeking to find robust and reliable solutions that are at the same 
time, feasible to manufacture by typical processes of the aeronautic industry. The reliability 
of the FO egress has been tested by exposing specimens and structural elements to fatigue 
and vibration loads that are representative to operational loads of aeronautic and launcher 
structures.  

2 LATERAL EGRESS TECHNIQUES 

The lateral egress of optical fibers from a carbon/epoxy laminate facilitates the lamination 
process of the structure, because the OF leaves the laminate in the same layer where the 
optical sensor is. The lamination process is only for the time interrupted that is needed to 
guide the OF to the laminate edge and to prepare the protection of the optical cable outside 
the laminate. The lateral egress enables the integration of optical fibers in large laminates 
made by automated laminating processes such as the Automated Fiber Placement (AFP), as 
shown in [12, 13]. The inherent disadvantage of the lateral egress is the difficulty of 
machining and trimming the laminate edges, where a special care is needed not to cut or 
damage the egressing optical fibers. 

Two different types of lateral egresses have been manufactured and tested and will be 
discussed in this paper. One egress, type A of figure 1 is made by using an interface made of 
AIRPAD, a flexible acrylic rubber from AIRTECH Company, often used as tooling material 
in composite material manufacturing processes. AIRPAD bonds to the CFRP when being co-
cured with the laminate and enables to create a flexible and robust interface for the OF egress. 
In this type A egress, the bare OF leaves the CFRP laminate and the protection of the egress 
point and the fixation of the stress relief aramid fibers and plastic tubes is made inside the 
AIRPAD. Type A egresses should not alter significantly the host material properties. Prior 
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tests showed, that the interface of the AIRPAD to the laminate can debond with the time, 
especially in temperature cycles at cryogenic temperatures [18]. For this reason the type A 
egress was reinforced with one layer of ±45º orientated plain weave CFRP fabric on each 
laminate face. An important point is to seal with silicon both, the outer plastic tube and the 
internal 1mm in diameter PTFE (Teflon) tube, to avoid resin ingress during the curing process 
that would make the OF egress very brittle. The 3mm in diameter cable, made out of a 
shrinkage tube, the aramid fibers and the PTFE tube are fixed on the other side in the FC/APC 
connecter, so that stresses and pulls on the cable are relieved and the OF is protected. This 
type A egress has been tested under fatigue loads and vibration spectrums of aeronautic 
structures that will be shown in the following paragraph. 

The other egress, type B from figure 1, is a much simpler design, where the outer 3mm in 
diameter tube is bonded to the host structure and the inner 1 mm in diameter PTFE tube 
ingresses the laminate. A drawback is that the PTFE tube will lower the mechanical properties 
of the host laminate in this ingress point. This type B egress is applicable, when the i/e point 
of the OF is made in an area of the structure that is not highly loaded. Additionally, aramid 
stress relief fibers are connected between the FC/APC connector and the laminate. The 
sealing of the both tubes, the outer 3 mm in diameter and the inner PTFE tube is also in this 
design of mayor importance. 

 
 

Figure 1: Designs of fiber egresses from a laminate. Type A: using acrylic rubber interface. Type B: 
Direct egress  

 

3 FIBER EGRESS TESTS FOR AERONAUTIC APPLICATIONS 

The durability and robustness of the lateral fiber egress type A has been studied with a 
CFRP specimen with quasi isotropic fiber lay-up and with the OF with a Fiber Bragg Grating 
Sensor (FBGS) embedded in the mid plane of the specimen, Figure 2. The specimen is 
designed to be tested in a combined tensile/compression load with the ruggedized optical 
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fiber egress from the host panel being in the center of the gauge length. No anti-buckling 
devices are needed during the tests due to the dimensions of the specimen. Full metal/ceramic 
small form factor optical connectors LC2 from the company MOLEX have been applied for 
the specimens. These connectors have a 125 microns ceramic ferule instead of the 250 
microns ferule the FC/APC connectors have. Two of the three specimens were prepared with 
an interrupted, “bad”, curing cycle, where the autoclave compacting pressure was relieved 10 
minutes before and 10 minutes after entering in the maximum temperature plateau that caused 
an insufficient specimen compaction and that were prone to produce pre-mature failure by 
delaminations during fatigue tests.       

1.1 Fatigue tests  
Fatigue tests have been performed with the three specimens at +5500 and -2000 

microstrain at 5Hz cycling frequency with a maximum of 106 cycles. The 5500 microstrain 
are ultimate load values for highly loaded military CFRP structures. The tests have been 
performed in a hydraulic testing machine from MTS with fixed hydraulic grips as it can be 
seen in Figure 2. The tests are very severe and in excess of standard in service conditions so 
that it can be expected that the embedded optical fibers will stand standard operative loads 
when their performance has been proven under these extreme conditions. The performance 
of the optical fiber has been assessed periodically by illuminating the optical fiber from one 
end with an electric light source and measuring the optical gain on the other connector with 
a photo detector and by measuring from time to time the dynamic strain during the cycling 
with a FBGS interrogator type FSI from INSENSYS Company.  

   

           
Figure 2: Specimen in the hydraulic grips of the testing machine 

 
In all the three specimens the gain of the optical fiber was almost the same before and after 

the tests showing a small tendency to increase optical power after the tests.  This positive 
effect in the performance could be explained by a decrease of residual forces around the 
optical fiber and its egress during the fatigue test. The FBGSs of the three specimens were 
operative during and after the tests. The “well” cured specimen finished the 106 cycles 
without any visible damage or delamination. The fatigue tests of the two “bad” cured 
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specimens reached only 171,447 and 606,511 cycles respectively, because the given failure 
levels indicated an advanced material properties decrease. Although big part of these two 
laminates were delaminated seriously in the gauge length where the optical fibers are situated, 
the optical fibers were operative during and after the tests. The ruggedized optical fiber 
egresses stood all the fatigue cycles without any visible damage in all the three specimens. 

1.2 Vibration tests 
Another specimen has been designed to determine the performance of the egress of the 

optical fiber from the host panel under vibration loads that are representative for operational 
loads of fighter aircraft structures, Figure 3. The egress contains a type A interface according 
figure 1. The specimen was mounted on a round aluminum base plate which is the interface 
to the vibration testing machine, Figure 3. The optical FC/APC connectors have been fixed 
on top of the plate with standard optical adapters as it would be done in real operative 
conditions so that not only the optical fiber egress from the laminate but also the optical 
connection can be tested and evaluated by the vibration test. The optical gains have been 
determined with an optical light source and a photo detector prior to and during the test.  

 

        
 

Figure 3: Test specimen mounted on metallic base plate for vibration tests, right: Specimen design 
 
The vibration testing has been carried out for one hour per axis, longitudinal, lateral and 

vertical with a random load spectrum seen on Table 1. No significant changes in the optical 
gain have been detected during the vibration tests. Differences from before, after and during 
the test have been less than 0,3 dB. The optical connectors and the screws from the optical 
coupler fixation have maintained tight and no working loose has been detected. The optical 
fiber egress is in a perfect state and no differences from before to after the test can be detected. 
As result of the performed fatigue and vibration tests it can be expected that under normal in 
service conditions of military aircrafts the optical sensors and their interfaces will satisfy the 
needs of structural monitoring.  

4 FIBER EGRESS TESTS FOR LAUNCHER APPLICATIONS 

The reliability of the lateral fiber optic egress has been tested also under the harsh vibration 
spectrum of the Ariane 5 launcher exposed on Table 1 that is much more severe than the 
aeronautic spectrum. In this case the optical fiber egresses from one of the face sheets of the 
1200 x 600 x 34 mm sandwich panel that is representative for the structure of the vehicle 
equipment’s bay (VEB) of the launcher. The optical fibers are Ormocer coated Draw Tower 
Gratings (DTG) from FBGS TECHNOLOGIES. The egress is made according type B shown 
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in figure 1. Additional CFRP clamps have been bonded on the panel to support the egressing 
cable and limit fiber movement. Three optical fiber lines with one FGBS in each and with 
two egresses each from the panel have been embedded in the mid plane of the face sheet. The 
six egressing optical cables have been bonded with aluminum adhesive tape to the lateral 
edge of the panel.  

 

Figure 4: Left: FEM analysis of the sine response of the 20º inclined panel in its third resonance 
frequency at 136Hz which gives higher strain values at the MID sensors than at the DOWN sensors. 
Mid: 20º off-axis panel attachment with only vertical load. Right: Straight panel attachment on shaker 
with vertical and horizontal load 

 
Two different types of brackets have been mounted to attach the panel on the shaker table 

during the vibration tests: straight and 20º off-axis brackets, Figure 4. The off-axis brackets 
provoke a superposed mechanical load on the demonstrator in the vertical shaker tests. With 
this configuration, vibration tests with 54g RMS have been performed with strains of more 
than 300 µε in random vibration in the root and mid FBGSs of the panel. In the horizontal 
vibration tests similar strains have been measured in the root of the panel but lower g values 
have been achieved. The superposed mechanical load is an approach to simulate real in-
service load conditions of launcher structures that combine both, vibration and deformations. 
The strains have been measured during the vibration tests using an all wave guide lecture 
equipment, developed within the ESA project SMAFO [19].  

Table 1: Applied sine and random loads for the aeronautic and space vibration spectrums 

Aeronautic vibration spectrum Space vibration spectrums 

Random vibration Sine vibration  Random vibration 

Frequency 
 (Hz) 

Acceleration 
g(RMS)2/Hz 

Frequency 
 (Hz) 

Displacement or  
acceleration 

Frequency 
 (Hz) 

Acceleration 
g(RMS)2/Hz 

Slope   
 

(dB/oct) 

5-100 0,15 5-36.6 10mm 20 - 7 

100-1000 0,1 36.6-100 54g 100 4 - 

- - 100-200 22,5g 350 4 - 

- - 200-2000 10g 700 3 - 

- - - - 1000 1 - 

    2000 0,1 - 

α= 
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The shaker used for the vertical tests is a water cooled electrodynamic LING DYNAMIC 

SYSTEMS, LDS, V984, with maximum force in RMS and half sine peak of 160 kN, 
maximum displacement of 38mm, maximum velocity of 2 m/s and frequency range of 5 to 
2000Hz. The shaker used for the horizontal tests and also for the aeronautic vibration tests, 
is a water cooled electrodynamic LDS 963 with maximum force in RMS and half sine peak 
of 80 kN, maximum displacement of 50mm, maximum velocity of 1.78 m/s and frequency 
range of 5 to 3000Hz.   

 
All the six fiber egress points and the three FBGS were operative during and after the 

different vibration tests with the superposed mechanical strains. No visible degradation was 
observed in the egress points either.   
 

             
 

Figure 5: Test panel for the vibration tests. Left: Design of the six egress points (A-F) of the embedded 
optical FBGS. Mid: Image of the test panel. Right: Detail of the fiber egress with the supporting clamps 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The optical fibers of all the specimens and structural elements tested in fatigue and 
aerospace vibration spectrums have been operative during and after the tests. Not even the 
very extreme vibration spectrums of the Ariane 5 launcher caused any fiber breakage in the 
egress point, nor the completely delaminated fatigue test specimens limited the performance 
of the embedded optical sensors. The flexible and well protected OF egress using the 
AIRPAD interface is a very good solution that also minimizes the decrease of the mechanical 
properties of the host structure. The other egress technique type B, without a specific 
interface, can cause some decrease of the host laminate properties in the egress point due to 
the ingress of the PTFE tube, but is the much easier solution and is also valid even under 
extreme vibration spectrums. It can be concluded that both exposed egress techniques are 

CFRP 
clamps 

OF egress 
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sufficiently robust and reliable and seem to be suitable for the egress protection of embedded 
optical fibers in real aeronautic and launcher structures 
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